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Introduction

“Dynamics” is a modern invention. *The Oxford English Dictionary* suggests that the English word “dynamics” first appeared in 1780s. As for French language, the dictionary of Académie Française adopted “dynamique” in its fourth edition (1762). It seems that, therefore, the science of dynamics became popular only in the Age of Enlightenment. We have many studies on the history of dynamics in the modern sense, but very little has been written about the word “dynamics” itself. The present study attempts to give an overview of its diffusing process, mainly in France.

It is not a simple diffusion, however. In the dictionary of Académie Française,

---


2) *Les dictionnaires de l’Académie Française : 1687-1798* [CD-ROM] (Paris: Champion Electronique, 2000), “dynamique.” This term is not found in the first (1694), second (1718) and third (1740) editions.

one finds a sort of double definition:

DYNAMICS. s.f. Means properly the science of forces or powers which move the bodies. It is said more particularly of the science of motion of bodies which act on one another, by pushing or pulling mutually in any way.4)

Apparently it gives two meanings: science of force and science of motion of bodies in mutual action. Where was this double explanation from? How are these two meanings related to each other? I shall discuss these questions in what follows.

At this point, some people may think about d’Alembert’s Traité de dynamique, the famous treatise published in 1743. It is plausible that d’Alembert played a great role in popularizing that new word and the new science of dynamics itself. But it should be noted that it was not d’Alembert himself who invented the dynamique. In the article “Dynamique” in Encyclopédie he explains that “Leibniz is the first who employed this term”5) and, in the preface of Traité, that he chose “dynamics” for its title “since the word of Dynamics is well used today among Scholars.”6) Thus, that term had been originally introduced by Leibniz and was in current use “among Scholars” when d’Alembert prepared his treatise.

After discussing the original Leibnizian meaning and its diffusion (section one), I proceed to examine how “dynamics” established itself in the Paris academy of sciences around 1740 (section two) and by which route this new science entered the academy (section three). In total, we will see that in this process “dynamics” was transformed from a science of force into a science of motion. In order to emphasize this second meaning which emerged in France, I call it dynamique throughout this article.

4) Citation from the fourth edition (see n. 2): “DYNAMIQUE. s.f. Signifie proprement la science des forces ou puissances qui meuvent les corps. Il se dit plus particulièrement de la science du mouvement des corps qui agissent les uns sur les autres, soit en se poussant, soit en se tirant d’une manière quelconque.”

5) Alembert, Jean le Rond de, “DYNAMIQUE,” Enc., V, pp. 174-176, on p. 174b: “M. Leibnitz est le premier qui se soit servi de ce terme [...]”

Leibnizian dynamics and its diffusion

“Dynamics” was proposed by Leibniz in an effort to establish his new philosophy. While Descartes identified the essence of body as extension, Leibniz found it insufficient, thus gave an essential role to “force.” Although he mentioned to his program in a few publications from 1690, it was in the Specimen dynamicum (1695) that he gave a detailed account of the new science of “force.”

Specimen dynamicum classifies “force” in two ways. One classification is based on the distinction between “primitive” force, which is in the domain of metaphysics, and “derivative” one, which is related to physics. The other is about the opposition of “active” and “passive” force, or, “virtue” and “resistance.” Thus one has four kinds of “force” in total.

Leibnizian dynamics is mainly about the “derivative” and “active” force. Leibniz classifies this kind of force further into two species: vis viva (living force) and vis mortua (dead force). According to him, vis viva was connected to bodies in actual motion, while vis mortua was related to the situation that motion did not exist yet, but did only “solicitation” for motion. Thus bodies in motion have some “force” (vis viva), which becomes manifest in the case of impact (i.e. force of percussion), and, even in the situation of apparent rest, bodies have a tendency to motion which is conceptualized as a kind of “force” (vis mortua). And it was the new science of vis viva that Leibniz named “dynamics.”

It is well known that Leibnizian concept of “force” caused a great debate called vis viva controversy. The central question of this dispute was how to measure the “force of bodies in motion,” although many other factors (both intellectual and social) were in operation. Leibniz maintained that “force” was proportional to

---


mass and squared velocity \((mv^2)\), opposing to the Cartesian view that it was proportional to mass and velocity \((mv)\) or quantity of motion. (Leibniz already made this point in his article of 1686, before inventing the name \(vis viva\).) Since Leibniz believed that the total amount of “force,” or more precisely \(vis viva\), was conserved in physical processes, Leibnizian science of dynamics included the conservation of \(vis viva\) as a basic component.\(^{11}\)

At the beginning of eighteenth century, some mathematicians and philosophers were in support of Leibniz. It was these followers, rather than Leibniz himself, who maintained Leibnizian measure of “force” in the \(vis viva\) controversy. Especially notable among them were Christian Wolff and Johann Bernoulli.

Wolff was the most influential philosopher in the German speaking world after Leibniz, not only in metaphysics but also in mathematical sciences. (Kant’s understanding of mechanics was mainly due to him, for example.)\(^{12}\) With regard to


the dynamics, he was the author of a highly abstract article *Principia dynamica*, published in the first volume of *Commentarii* of the Petersburg academy of sciences.\(^\text{13}\) Apparently more important was that he explained concepts of *vis viva* and *vis mortua* in his encyclopedic Latin textbook *Elements of universal mathematics* (*Elementa matheseos universae*) and his German *Mathematical lexicon* (*Mathematisches Lexicon*). Published in as early as 1710s, these works contained the earliest descriptions about Leibnizian concepts of force.\(^\text{14}\)

By early 1720s, Wolff’s textbook arrived at the Paris academy of sciences. Its *Histoire* (bulletin of the academy) for the year 1721 reports an attempt to refute Leibnizian measure of force by Louville, a member of the academy, introducing the matter as follows:

> From the year of 1686 Mr. Leibniz had advanced his paradoxical proposition in the Journal of Leipzig [i.e. *Acta Eruditorum*]. Since it had not been received by any Mathematician, and that everybody had continued, without taking account of it, to go on his ordinary way, one made little mention to it, perhaps out of respect for a man as great as its Author; but Mr. Wolff, despite his brilliance being apparently attracted by a great authority, has adopted for a short time that principle in his Course of Mathematics [i.e. *Elementa matheseos universae*]; Sir Louville, then, was convinced to fight against an evil which began to win and could gain strength by a new and considerable authority.\(^\text{15}\)

---


Leibnizian ideas were totally unpopular. Who in the world adopted his dynamics?

However, the situation had changed when the 1728 volume of *Histoire* was composed. In the popular article “On the force of bodies in motion” (the same title as that of 1721 article), one finds detailed account of recent discussion about the measure of force.\(^{16}\) Now some academicians were in support of Leibniz, and a controversy was going on within the academy (1728-1729). According to Terrall’s archival study, of many papers only three were published in the bulletin in order to conceal the great division. Now *vis viva* was under serious consideration.\(^{17}\)

What brought this change was a treatise by Johann Bernoulli, the prominent mathematician in Basel. Originally submitted to the prize competitions of the Paris academy (for the years of 1724 and 1726), his *Discourse on the laws of the communication of motion* provided a full account of *vis viva* and *vis mortua* (perhaps for the first time in French).\(^{18}\) Although Bernoulli had been interested in Leibnizian dynamics since 1690s, immediately after the publication of *Specimen dynamicum*, it was with this French dissertation that he emerged as one of the greatest supporters of...

---


\(^{17}\) Terrall, “*Vis viva* revisited” (n. 10). Technical details of the published articles are discussed in Iltis, “The decline of Cartesianism in mechanics” (n. 10).

\(^{18}\) Bernoulli, Johann, *Discours sur les loix de la communication du mouvement* [...] (Paris: Claude Jombert, 1727); rep. in *Recueil des pieces qui ont remporté les prix de l’Academie royale des sciences* [...] (Paris: Gabriel Martin [et al.], 1752); also in idem, *Opera omnia* [...] (Lausannae et Genevae: Sumptibus Marci-Michaelis Bousquet et Sociorum, 1742; rep., Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1968), t. 3, pp. 1-107. On this work and the competitions to which it was submitted, along with the articles by Iltis and Terrall mentioned above (n. 17), see especially Scott, *The conflict between atomism and conservation theory* (n. 10), chap. 2. I also have analyzed Bernoulli’s and others’ treatises in Ariga, Nobumichi, “Theory of collision as an example of Rational Mechanics, from 1720 to 1730” [written in Japanese], *PHS Studies*, no. 6 (2012), pp. 17-37.
As d’Alembert would describe later, “[t]his work was the epoch of a kind of schism in the scholars over the measure of forces.”

It should be noted, however, that neither in Bernoulli’s Discours nor in the popular articles from Histoire one can find the very term “dynamics.” Although the Eloge of Leibniz (1716), delivered at the Paris academy, mentioned his attempts “to establish a new Dynamics, or Science of forces,” apparently that word was not in circulation through 1720s.

Establishment of a new science

As far as the Paris academy of sciences is concerned, the first treatise with “dynamics” in its title was published in its 1736 bulletin. That was “Solution of some Problems of Dynamics” by Clairaut, the young mathematician with talent. According to the introduction provided by the secretary of academy, this study developed from a controversy between Clairaut and Fontaine, another member of the academy, on a mathematical curve called Tractrice or Tractoire. The problem was to determine the curve described by one body when another body drew it by a thread (inflexible one). In fact, Clairaut greatly expanded this original problem, discussing seven problems related to the motion of two bodies which were connected to each other. Thus these “problems of dynamics” were not so much about force itself as motion of bodies in mutual action (constrained motion, in modern physical terminology).

Curiously enough, that article does not explain why it has “dynamics” in its title. In fact, in his text Clairaut does not employ that term at all. The introduction to

---

20) d’Alembert, Jean le Rond de, “FORCE VIVE, OU FORCE DES CORPS EN MOUVEMENT,” in Enc., VII, pp. 112-114, on p. 113a: “Cet ouvrage a été l’époque d’une espece de schisme entre les savans sur la mesure des forces.”
this article is not so kind, either; it only says that “[m]otions of one or more bodies drawn by threads are one of the principal objects of the Dynamics or Science of Forces.”23) With the publication of the second article on “dynamics,” which appeared in the Histoire volume for 1741, readers may have gained somewhat better understanding. According to its introduction, “[t]he name of Dynamics, which is only recently in use among French Mathematicians and which Mr. Leibniz employed first, means the speculative and sublime mechanics which treats motive and active forces of Bodies.” Also it says that “[...] the true object of the Dynamics is, [...] the theory of Forces actually in action.” These introductions explain “dynamics” rather faithfully to its original Leibnizian meaning.24)

The introduced 1741 article was entitled “Problem of Dynamics.” The author was Montigni (or Montigny), totally unknown person in history of mechanics. The present work appears to have been his only contribution to this field.25) The problem he challenged is the following one: on a horizontal surface stands a ring available to rotate on a fixed point, through which a bar can move smoothly; to this bar are attached two or more bodies, and one gives some motion to the bar; then it is required to determine how these bodies will behave. Montigni treated the two-body case in his first problem and then generalized it in the second one, supposing an infinite number of bodies. His solution is apparently incorrect, in fact, but the point is that he discusses, as was the case with Clairaut, constrained motion of bodies. While “dynamics” was formally defined as a science of force, its actual matter was rather different.26)

23) “Sur quelques Problèmes de Dynamique par rapport aux Tractions” (n. 22), p. 105: “Les mouvements d’un ou de plusieurs Corps tirés par des Cordes, sont un des principaux Objets de la Dynamique ou Science des Forces [...].”
24) “Sur un Problème de Dynamique,” HARS. Anné 1741 (pub. 1744), Histoire, pp. 143-145, citations from p. 143: “Le nom de Dynamique qui est depuis peu en usage parmi les Géomètres François, & dont M. Leibnitz s’est servi le premier, signifie cette mécanique spéculative & sublime qui traite des forces motrices & actives des Corps [...]”; “[...] le véritable objet de la Dynamique est, [...] la théorie des Forces actuellement agissantes.”
25) On Montigni, see “Eloge de M. de Montigni,” HARS. Anné 1782 (pub. 1785), Histoire, pp. 108-121. On p. 101 it touches on the article in question, “the only Memoire of Mathematics he published” (le seul Mémoire de Mathématiques qu’il ait imprimé).
26) Montigni [or Montiny, on the published article], Etienne Mignot de. “Problèmes
The meaning of “dynamics” was changing. In the following year, when Clairaut composed another paper on this theme, its introductory article described “dynamics” as a branch of the science of motion:

The questions of Dynamics have usually for their object a system of bodies, to one or more of which one imagine that any motion be given and that it be communicated to all others; after that it is required to determine the velocities, positions, and oscillations of each of these bodies, and the various curves they describe on one or more fixed planes either in motion or in the absolute and immobile space.27)

Here “system” refers to an assemblage of two or more bodies connected by inflexible rods, chains, flexible threads or, in general, any mutual actions whatever. Also the solar “system” or a “system” of planet and satellite are objects of “dynamics,” so that, according to this introduction, “one can say that Mr. Newton solved many Problems of Dynamics in his Book of Principles [i.e. *Principia).*” Apparently Leibnizian connotations had been erased.28)

It was in this context that d’Alembert named his treatise *Traité de dynamique*. By that time, there had emerged a new kind of problems called by the generic term “dynamics.” The *Histoire* volume for 1743, the year when *Traité* was published, included not only a short review of that treatise but also a brief account of the “Problem of Dynamics.” This time, the challenger was d’Arcy, yet another member of the academy. The problem was, when one body descents along a curve set on
another body which can smoothly slide on a horizontal surface, to determine their motions due to their mutual action. The new science of *dynamique* had been firmly established within the academy.  

But there remain some questions: how did the term “dynamics” come to be in use, especially for Clairaut’s first treatise? By which route did the new science of *dynamique* entered the Paris academy?

**Bernoullian connection and the conservation of *vis viva***

Clairaut in his article (1736) employed several methods to solve his problems, one of which was based on the principle of “Conservation of Living forces” (Conservation des Forces vives). This principle, “which has been treated with much elegance by the celebrated Messrs. Bernoulli Father and Son [supposedly Johann and Daniel Bernoulli],” was that the sum of the mass of bodies multiplied by their squared velocity ($\Sigma m v^2$, in modern notation) was always constant, or, what modern readers may call the conservation of kinetic energy (under no external force). Clairaut introduced this proposition in his third solution for the second problem and also explicitly referred to it in the third, sixth, and seventh problems.  

In a similar manner, Montigni discussed his two problems by this principle. Problems of dynamics were often connected to the conservation of *vis viva*, proposition derived from Leibniz.

This was also the case for another material of significance registered in *Procès-Verbaux* (the minutes) of the academy. Clairaut’s first paper was, as indicated in the published bulletin, begun to read at the meeting of April 30 in 1735. But in the minutes it reads that “Mr. Clairaut began to read a piece of Writing on the Motion of Bodies together[sic],” thus lacking the word “dynamics.”

---


30) Clairaut, “Solution de quelques Problemes de Dynamique” (n. 22), pp. 9, 13, 20, 21, citation from p. 9: “qui a été traité avec tant d’élégance par les célébres M[... Bernoulli Pere & Fils [...].”


The emergence of the *dynamique* in the Paris academy of sciences comes, then, at the next meeting of May 4. There one finds a description that “Mr. Clairaut continued his Lecture” and, to continue, “Mr. de Maupertuis read The following Problem related to the same subject.”33) This problem, accompanied with its solution, is transcribed in *Procès-Verbaux* under the title: “Dynamical Problem proposed by Mr. Koenig.”34)

The “Dynamical Problem,” recorded in *Procès-Verbaux*, is the following one: when two bodies are connected to the ends of a thread on a horizontal plane, given any velocity to one body, what sort of curve will another body describe? This is, indeed, “related to the same subject” as that challenged by Clairaut. Moreover, Maupertuis solved his problem first by deducing the equation for the conservation of *vis viva*, and by using this relationship. Apart from Clairaut’s article, whose original title is not clear, Maupertuis’s short paper appears to have been the earliest case where the new connotation of “dynamics” appeared in the Paris academy of sciences.

Maupertuis was the central figure who revived interest in mathematical sciences within the Paris academy in 1730s. As a representative “Newtonian” in France, he is famous for his Lapland expedition (1736-1737), which allegedly determined the figure of earth and showed the validity of Newtonian universal attraction. But Maupertuis was also a modest member in the Leibnizian camp. When the *vis viva* controversy broke out within the academy in 1728, he was present there as one of its ordinary members. Moreover, between 1729 and 1730 he visited Johann Bernoulli in Basel to study differential and integral calculus at length. According to his modern biographer Terrall, at that time Maupertuis was an acknowledged supporter of *vis viva* and, after returning to Paris, composed a treatise to back up his master by the latter’s request. This treatise was, however, only circulated among

---

33) Ibid., fol. 107r: “M. Clairaut a continué sa Lecture”; “Et M. de Maupertuis a lu Le Problème suivant par rapport au même sujet.”
34) Ibid., fols. 107v-108v: “Problème Dynamique // proposé par M. Koëning.” It is also documented that Maupertuis read the sequels of this paper on May 11, 14 and 21, but without their details. See fols. 111r, 114r and 116r.
close friends, being not published, nor read at the academy.\textsuperscript{35)}

We have indirect evidence that Maupertuis had been in support of \textit{vis viva} at least by the end of 1730s. It is a letter sent to him from Koenig, whose name was associated with the “dynamical problem” mentioned above, and this letter was enclosed with “a small piece on the measure of living force.”\textsuperscript{36)} Koenig’s “small piece” and Maupertuis’s response do not survive, but in his letter Koenig briefly explained his idea for demonstrating Leibnizian measure, writing that:

Since the demonstration appears simple and exposed to no objection, even easy to verify by the experiment, I have thought, Sir, that you would not be displeased to have it, [and] perhaps you will be able to make use of it against some of those Gentlemen still prejudiced for the ancient hypothesis.\textsuperscript{37)}

Clearly Koenig was convinced that he and Maupertuis were in the same camp.

As Maupertuis, Koenig had studied under Johann Bernoulli. He stayed in Basel from 1730 to 1735 and during this period he got acquainted with Maupertuis. From then on, these two men were on good terms through 1740s (Maupertuis introduced Koenig to Châtelet as her private tutor, for example).\textsuperscript{38)} Moreover, when Maupertuis visited Basel again in the fall of 1734, he was accompanied with Clairaut. Also was there Johann’s son Daniel, who came back from Petersburg in the


\textsuperscript{37)} Ibid., p. 110: “Comme la démonstration paroit simple et point exposée aux objections, même facilement à vérifier par l’expérience, j’ai cru, Monsieur, que vous ne seriez pas fâché de l’avoir, peut-être en pourrez-vous faire quelque usage auprès de quelqu’un de ces Messieurs prévenus encore pour l’ancienne hypothèse.”

The emergence of the *dynamique* in the Paris academy of sciences

preceding year.\(^{39}\) Thus Johann and Daniel Bernoulli, Koenig, Maupertuis and Clairaut were all in Basel for a while.

It is highly plausible that the science of *dynamique*, with the solution by the conservation of *vis viva*, was first brought into the Paris academy through this Bernoullian connection. Maupertuis’s “Dynamical Problem” presented in the academy, which we discussed above, may have been one directly proposed by Koenig in Basel or communicated in his letter. At one occasion, for example, Koenig sent to Maupertuis “a half dozen” (une demi-douzaine) of problems, requesting “to recommend these problems to young mathematicians of your acquaintance.”\(^{40}\) Although these problems seem to have been different from one found in *Procès-Verbaux*, it is possible that Maupertuis took up one of the problems sent by Koenig, for this latter appears to have written to the former “very often” (bien souvent).\(^{41}\)

Maupertuis’s unpublished article, as well as Clairaut’s published one, effectively defined the *dynamique* in the Paris academy of sciences. It was a science of motion of bodies in mutual action, characterized by the Leibnizian-Bernoullian principle of the conservation of *vis viva*. It is certain that Maupertuis was familiar with this new science. In his another article presented in 1740, when the term “dynamics” was not so popular yet, he employs this word without explanation and refers to the conservation of *vis viva*.\(^{42}\)


\(^{40}\) Koenig’s letter to Maupertuis, dated May 1, 1735, in Le Sueur, *Maupertuis et ses correspondants* (n. 36), pp. 106-107, citation from p. 106: “Faîtes-moi la grâce, Monsieur, de recommander ces problèmes aux jeunes géomètres de votre connaissance.”

\(^{41}\) Ibid. In this letter Koenig suggests that he “publicly proposed” (proposées publiquement) these problems, and one can find actually his letter published in a journal. See S[amuel] K[oenig], “Epistula ad geometers,” *Nova Acta Eruditorum*, Aug. 1735, pp. 369-373. This “Epistula” contains seven problems but does not include one corresponding to Maupertuis’s “Dynamical Problem.”

Conclusion

Dynamics, in its original Leibnizian sense, referred to a science of “force” as something essential to bodies. Leibniz maintained that “active” and “derivative” force, or *vis viva*, was proportional to mass and squared velocity and conserved in the universe. Although Leibnizian concepts of *vis viva* and *vis mortua* became well-known in Paris mainly thanks to Johann Bernoulli, the term “dynamics” itself was not popular through 1720s. And when this word came to be in use around 1740, it had acquired a new meaning: science of motion of bodies in mutual action. Characterized by the employment of the conservation of *vis viva*, this new connotation was brought into the Paris academy by Maupertuis and Clairaut, who had connections with the Bernoullis and Koenig.

The use of the conservation of *vis viva* did not mean “Leibnizian,” however. As Clairaut noted, that principle was “recognized true by all Scholars, in spite of the disputes which had been caused by the theory of Living forces.”\(^{43}\) Or, as explained in an article from *Histoire*, it was “often employed by other renowned Mathematicians who firmly rejected the Living forces, or who did not want to enter the discussion of that famous dispute, from which it can be easily separated.”\(^{44}\) The principle of the conservation of *vis viva* had lost its cosmological importance and was employed just for solving mathematical problems of motion.

D’Alembert’s *Traité de dynamique* was, in one significant sense, nothing about “dynamics.” Pursuing the clear, distinct and certain knowledge of mechanics, he entirely banished the force of moving bodies itself, calling it “obscure and Metaphysical being, which is only capable to spread the darkness on a Science which is clear by itself.”\(^{45}\) This was extreme, indeed, but d’Alembert’s thought was


\(^{44}\) “Sur un Problème de Dynamique” (n. 24), on p. 145: “[...] souvent employé par d’autres Géomètres fameux qui rejettent formellement les Forces vives, ou qui n’ont point voulu entrer dans la discussion de cette célèbre dispute, dont il peut être aisément séparé.”

\(^{45}\) D’Alembert, *Traité de dynamique* (n. 5), p. xvi: “êtres obscurs & Métaphysiques, qui ne sont capables que de répandre les ténèbres sur une Science claire par elle-même.” On D’Alembert’s thought on mechanics, see especially Hankins,
not so peculiar if contextualized in the emergence of the *dynamique* in the Paris academy.\textsuperscript{46} Moreover, this change seems to have been a part of the general trend of eighteenth-century mechanics: transition from a metaphysical to a mathematical science or, from one branch of natural philosophy to an autonomous science of mechanics.\textsuperscript{47}

(Rikkyo University)

\textsuperscript{46} In his recent article, Schmit attributes d’Alembert’s conception of dynamics to Pierre Varignon. For my part, I suppose that Varignon’s influence was indirect, although I was convinced of the latter’s importance. See Schmit, Christophe, “Les articles de mécanique de l’*Encyclopédie*, ou D’Alembert lecteur de Varignon,” *RDE*, vol. 46 (2011), pp. 169-199, on p. 170. I thank Irène Passeron for informing me of this important study.
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